Spring 2020 registration begins February 3
SENIOR COLLEGE MEMBERSHIP & REGISTRATION FORM
Name: ____________________________________________________________________________ Birth Year: __________________
Address: _________________________________________________ City/Town: _______________________ ZIP code _____________
E-Mail address: _________________________________________________________

Phone # _________________________________

Previous Occupation: _________________________________________________________ MAR ID # (Maine Assoc. of Retirees): ______________

3 WAYS TO REGISTER

1. PREFERRED METHOD:

Register online at umasc.org
Mail a check or pay by credit card online.

2. Fill out this form,

add your check (payable to UMASC) or credit card info,
and mail it to:
UMA Senior College Office
46 University Drive • Augusta, ME 04330
3. Deliver in-person
Bring this form to the UMASC office in the Farmhouse
on Community Drive (moose statue on lawn).
Pay with cash, check or credit card.
x $30 per class

$

$25 Annual Membership Dues
Mandatory fee paid once during UMASC year 7/1/19 - 6/30/20

$

Total # of classes

Other Senior College Membership: (identify):

Charitable Contribution to UMASC

$

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE $

PAYMENT WITH CREDIT/DEBIT CARD:

$________________________
MUST BE FILLED IN

Visa

CARD TYPE:
CREDIT CARD #
EXP. DATE:
SIGNATURE
DATE

Mastercard

Discover

_____________________________________

_______________

3-Digit Security Code: ________

________________________________________

__________________________________

(pages 2-3)

TIME

Living Well with Chronic Pain

9:00 AM

How to Make a Poem

10:15 AM

Intermediate Bridge - Conventions

10:15 AM

The Roosevelts of Hyde Park

10:15 AM

Writers’ Workshop 2, 3, 4

10:15 AM

Writers’ Workshop 1

1:00 PM

Bridge Basics 2 - Competitive Bidding

1:00 PM

TUESDAYS

(pages 4)

TIME

Eight Giants of Jazz

10:15 AM

Music Theory II

10:15 AM

Granite Hill Lecture Series

1:00 PM

WEDNESDAYS

(pages 5-6)

TIME

Adventures of Basketry

10:15 AM

A Tour of the Blues

10:15 AM

Mixed Chorus

10:15 AM

Beginner and Intermediate Crochet

1:00 PM

Going Green in the Anthropocene

1:00 PM

Central Maine's MODERN Architectural
History (1900-Present)

3:15 PM

THURSDAYS

PAYMENT WITH CHECK: Check #: ______________

TOTAL PAYMENT

MONDAYS

(pages 7)

TIME

The Game of Pétanque

10:00 AM

How to Buy Health Insurance A Guide for Retirees

1:00 PM

The Fundamentals of Watercolor

1:00 PM

The Psychology of Being Human

1:00 PM

Origins of Human Evolution 2

3:15 PM

FRIDAYS

(pages 8-9)

TIME

Classic Films

8:30 AM

Maine History Tour

9:00 AM

The Roosevelts of Hyde Park

10:15 AM

Manage Your Own Finances… No Big Deal!

1:00 PM

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü
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UNIVERSIT Y OF MAINE AT AUGUSTA SENIOR COLLEGE

WELCOME

Like other Senior Colleges, we’re famous for our lifelong learning classes, where what matters
is the topic or the activity – no tests, no homework, maybe a little reading. This is a catalog of
those classes for Spring 2020. But Augusta Senior College offers many other activities which
are scattered throughout the catalog, too.

Computer & Web Use Tutorials

Special this year, presented in conjunction with the National Digital Equity Center, will be
tutorials in computer and web use. These free tutorials, with your help, will be designed
specifically for UMASC students. Just fill out the form at your first class. (see page 8)

Brown Bag Lecture Series

As always in Winter, after the Fall semester is over and before the Spring semester begins,
we offer the Brown Bag lecture series every Tuesday afternoon. (see page 3)

Jewett Concert Series – 2nd half

After presenting about 115 concerts since our inception in 2005, this year's season has
been as successful as ever. To see what’s coming up in the rest of the season, see page 6.

Forum on the Future

Each year, Forum on the Future produces four exciting, informative forums on timely
and significant issues, discussed by knowledgeable presenters. The forums are free
and open to the public. There are 2 forums coming up: Our Divided Country and The
Criminal Justice System. (see page 5)

Book Clubs

Senior College sponsors 2 book clubs which meet monthly. Request to be added to
the email list at www.umasc.org/contact/

REGISTRATION – We strongly recommend that you register ONLINE for classes.

Online registration saves time in the office. Go to umasc.org and follow the instructions. Also, when you register online,
perhaps with the help of a friend, you control exactly when your registration takes effect. Registering by mail or at the office is
dependent on the availability of volunteers to serve you in a timely manner or open the mail after it arrives.
On the other hand, no worries! Most classes do not fill up immediately and are not time-sensitive ... and we're happy to help
when needed.

OUR MISSION

The mission of the University of Maine at Augusta
Senior College is to provide a curriculum of stimulating
learning opportunities and activities directed toward
people 50 and over and their partners.
The University of Maine at Augusta supports Senior
College activities by providing office and classroom
space, as well as, support services. All Senior College
Board members, faculty, and committee members are
unpaid volunteers. The efforts of all who contribute to
the success of UMASC are much appreciated.

UMASC POLICY: Disabilities & Special Needs
The University of Maine at Augusta Senior College complies with all laws which define the rights
of individuals with disabilities and makes reasonable efforts to accommodate specific needs
related to Senior College programs. If you have specific disability needs, please let the Senior
College office know about them in a timely fashion, for lead time is required to determine possible
accommodations.
In complying with the letter and spirit of applicable laws and in pursuing its own goals of diversity, the University of Maine System shall not discriminate on the grounds of race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation,
including transgender status and gender expression, national origin, citizenship status, age, disability, genetic information or veteran status in employment, education, and all other areas of the University System.
Upon request, the University provides reasonable accommodations to qualified individuals with disabilities.

Questions and complaints about discrimination in any area of the University should be
directed to the Equal Opportunity Office at (207) 581-1226.
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MONDAY CLASSES
LIVING WELL WITH CHRONIC PAIN

3/16-4/27 • 9:00-11:30 am • 6 classes
Class size: 8 minimum/20 maximum

Living Well with Chronic Pain covers the day-to-day challenges
of living with chronic pain. It is valuable for adults with ongoing
pain conditions such as arthritis or other forms of musculoskeletal
pain, to fibromyalgia or neuropathic pain. Participants learn
about effective, non-pharmacological strategies for symptom
management and general wellness. Topics covered include
techniques for dealing with frustration, fatigue, isolation, and
poor sleep; appropriate exercises for maintaining and improving
strength, flexibility and endurance; nutrition; pacing activity and
rest; and how to evaluate new treatments.

INSTRUCTOR: Jen Paquet
Jen Paquet is Healthy Living For ME’s Central Maine Regional Coordinator. Healthy Living for ME is the Maine
core of evidence-based health management programs.
Healthy Living for ME is helping communities across
Maine create a culture of health, where prevention and
wellness are the norm. Our programs give you the tools
you need to take control of your own health and manage in a way that works best for you and your life.
Melissa Emmons is the Community Programs Coordinator for MaineGeneral’s evidence based programs.
Melissa is a trained facilitator for the Self-Management
Resource Center’s Chronic Disease, Diabetes, and Chronic
Pain Self-Management programs and has been leading
classes since 2018. She is also a trained lifestyle coach for the National Diabetes
Prevention Program. Melissa holds a Health Coaching certification from the Institute for Integrative Nutrition and a B.S. in Marketing from Bentley University.

HOW TO MAKE A POEM

3/16-5/11 • 10:15 am-12:15 pm • 8 classes
Class size: 7 minimum/15 maximum

This is an introductory course to creating poetry. Things like metaphor, simile and other figures of speech will be presented. Poems
will be presented for class discussion. Suggestions will be made by
fellow classmates and the teacher on how the poem might work better. But if a suggestion is made you can always go back to your own
way of sayings things. Pleased note that even more experienced poets would benefit from this class as a review of what they already
know and as a stimulus to write more poems and benefit from group
suggestions.

INSTRUCTOR: James P. Breslin
James Breslin, a retired Clinical Social Worker, is an
active poet with two books of poems to his credit: The
Crow and Other Poems, and Hummingbird, New and
Collected Poems, Moon Pie Press, Westbook, ME. He has
published in the Lyric, Aurorean, The Mother (Ireland),
Off the Coast, Pulse, and Stanza; and has won several
prizes from the Maine Poets Society. A friend of Ted
Bookey’s, James has attended many of his UMASC Poetry and Humor classes.

Due to Patriot’s Day, there will be
no classes on Monday, April 20.
Classes will be extended through
the date noted on each class.

INTERMEDIATE BRIDGE - CONVENTIONS

3/16 -5/11 • 10:15 am - 12:15 pm • 8 classes
ALL MONDAY
CLASSES
EXTEND THROUGH 11/18 AS NOTED.
Buker
Commmunity
Center
Class size: 16 minimum/24 maximum*
* This class continues from an earlier semester
and is partially preregistered with previous students.

In Bridge, bidding is a language between you and your partner. One
must use two words to describe your hand, suit and the number of
tricks that your team might make. Conventions are the means to
expand your bidding vocabulary. This course will study the most
common conventions plus playing time to use these conventions.
The text that we will use is 25 Bridge Conventions You Should Know
by Barbara Seagram and Marc Smith.

INSTRUCTORS:
Peter Rosenberg, Dot & Gene Murray
At Tufts Medical School many years ago, Peter Rosenberg
followed this motto: See one, Do one, Teach one. He kept this
approach when learning then teaching Bridge. Over the past
fifteen years Peter has taught over ten different courses and
lectures including music, art and medical topics. Teaching
Bridge is a favorite.
Gene Murray is a retired trial attorney for the DOT (State
of Maine). He has over 40 years of experience playing
bridge. He taught beginning bridge in California, Texas,
and Winthrop Adult Ed in Maine.
Dorothy Murray is a retired mathematics teacher
for Maranacook Community School and part-time
instructor at UMA. She also has over 40 years of experience playing bridge.

THE ROOSEVELTS OF HYDE PARK - MONDAY

3/16-5/18 • 10:15 am-12:15 pm • 9 classes
Class size: 15 minimum/25 maximum

Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt are two of the most consequential
people in American history. This class will examine their lives and
their role in shaping America and the world as we know it.

INSTRUCTOR: Mike Bell
Mike Bell loves American history! With a Master’s degree
in both history and teaching, and an undergrad degree
in Political Science; he has enjoyed a varied career in
teaching and historical interpretation. Mike appeared
on a History Channel special about PT 109 and for over
20 years portrayed many historical figures, including
Butch Cassidy and Sam Houston.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO FEEL MORE COMFORTABLE USING THE WEB?
Now's your chance to take part in a digital course tailored just for UMASC students.

Details page 8
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MONDAY CLASSES

WRITERS’ WORKSHOP 2,3,4

Brown Bag

3/16-5/11 • 10:15 am-12:15 pm • 8 classes
Class size: 4 minimum/12 maximum

This is a continuation of Writers' Workshop 1. Anyone who has
been part of 1 may be part of this group. We will be writing new
projects. This is not a repeat.

UMASC LECTURE SERIES
JANUARY 7 - MARCH 3

INSTRUCTOR: Janet Cowperthwaite (see bio below)

WRITERS’ WORKSHOP 1

3/16-5/11 • 1:00 -3:00 pm • 8 classes
Class size: 4 minimum/12 maximum

Here is a great opportunity to write down your experiences, your
opinions, your life lessons. It is also an opportunity to explore some
other forms of writing. You will be encouraged to keep a list of topics
that you could be interested in writing about. Each of you will be encouraged to bring in words and meanings that appear in what you
hear and read. We will be sharing examples of good writing in our
reading. At the end, each will share a piece with the class. These final
pieces may be gathered into a booklet. All materials will be provided.

INSTRUCTOR: Janet Cowperthwaite
Janet Cowperthwaite has worked with Writers’ Workshop
in her second grade class and in a graduate writing class.
The workshop that Janet has been using in Senior College
has evolved from those experiences, and she feels her job
is to be facilitator, encourager, and cheerleader.
Janet graduated from Houlton High School in 1959 and
from the University of Maine in 1963 with a degree in English and credits to be
certified as an Elementary Teacher. She earned a Master’s in Education also from
UMaine in 1992.

TUESDAYS, NOON-1:30 PM • KLAHR CENTER, UMA
The series begins on the first week of January
and runs for 9 weeks. Please join us.
Bring your own brown bag lunch and enjoy the presentation!
Lectures run from 60-90 minutes.

JAN 7:
CRISIS ON THE BORDER
Presenters:
Steve & Molly Saunders
Steve & Molly

JAN 14:
THE
FLYING YANKEE
Presenter: Art Ray
Art

JAN 21:
THE LIBRETTIST VERSUS
THE COMPOSER
Presenter: Peter Rosenberg

Peter

JAN 28:
OAK GALLS, INK AND
WE THE PEOPLE...

BRIDGE BASICS 2 - COMPETITIVE BIDDING

3/23-5/18 • 1:00 pm-3:00 pm • 8 classes • Klahr Classroom
Class size: 8 minimum/23 maximum*
* This class continues from an earlier semester
and is partially preregistered with previous students.

Bridge Basics 2 introduces innovative methods of hand valuation
and the bids that modern players are using when both partnerships are competing during the auction. This course will cover
topics such as preemptive opening bids, overcalls and advances,
and takeout doubles. Geared to students who are familiar with the
bidding guidelines introduced in Bridge Basics 1: An Introduction
by Audrey Grant.

Andrea

FEB 4:
NO GREATER LOVE:
THE LIFE OF JONATHAN
DANIELS
Presenter: Mike Bell

Mike

FEB 11:
MAINEGENERAL
HOMECARE AND HOSPICE

INSTRUCTORS:
Barbara Livingston • Norma Blazer • Suzanne Rosenberg

Barbara, Norma and Suzanne have been involved with Senior College in various
ways for a number of years. Among other things, they have enjoyed teaching
bridge classes together. They believe that playing bridge is one of the best ways to
enjoy one’s senior years. Barbara, an experienced teacher, keeps the team in line;
Norma, a certified ACBL instructor, is the go-to person for tricky questions; and
Suzanne, a newer player, remembers what it was like to learn the game. Together,
they promise to make the class a positive, fun experience!

Presenter: Andrea Ostrofsky

Heather

Presenter: Heather Desjardins

FEB 18:
JOURNEY TO THE AMAZON
Presenter:
Elizabeth Reinsborough

Elizabeth

FEB 25:
GREEK GODS
AND GODDESSES
Jane

Presenter: Jane Paxton

MAR 3:
REVISITING "IMPEACHMENT"
Jerry

Presenter: Jerry Nault

FREE ADMISSION
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CLASSES

TUESDAY CLASSES

EIGHT GIANTS OF JAZZ

3/17-5/5 • 10:15 am-12:15 pm • 8 classes
Class size: 8 minimum/24 maximum

The course is an examination of the music and lives of eight historic
and influential jazz musicians. Each week we will discuss the work
of a major figure of the post-war period. We will consider the musician's career, evolution of their musical style and their influence
on both contemporaries and future artists. The musicians include
Charlie Parker, Thelonious Monk, Miles Davis, Charles Mingus,
Art Blakey, Sonny Rollins, Wes Montgomery, and John Coltrane.

INSTRUCTOR: Frank Johnson
Frank has a lifelong passion and interest in AfricanAmerican music: jazz, blues, rhythm & blues, soul, and
Afro-Latin. He has a collection of over 4,000 albums
covering these genres. In addition, he has a personal
library of over 250 books on African-American musical
styles, musicians and cultural influences. Frank is a
graduate of the University of Maine with a degree in Political Science and Harvard
University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government Program for Senior Executives
of State and Local Government.

MUSIC THEORY II

3/17-5/5 • 10:15 am-12:15 pm • 8 classes
Class size: 8 minimum/16 maximum

This course will continue where the Music Theory I class ended,
and will also welcome those with some musical background who
do not need to start at the beginning. In Music Theory I, we used
the key of C to practice most of what we learned, using solfege
(do-re-mi syllables) so that what we learned about scales, intervals,
and chords could later be applied to all of the other keys. In this
new course, we will work in many keys, learn to transpose from key
to key, harmonize simple melodies, delving more deeply into harmony, musical form, composers, and musical periods. We will do
sight-reading, take musical dictation, clap/play rhythms, and listen
to musical examples.

INSTRUCTOR: Kathleen Jameson
Kathleen Jameson taught vocal and instrumental music
in three school districts before becoming Supervisor of
Vocal Music in the Colorado Springs Public Schools, and
then Chair of the Performing Arts Department at Albuquerque Academy. She founded stringed instrument
programs in two districts, directed choirs and orchestras, and taught guitar, piano,
and violin. She also performed as a soloist and as a member of the Flagstaff Symphony and other groups over the years. Kathleen plays several instruments, sings,
and writes songs. In all things musical, she relied heavily on her knowledge and
understanding of music theory. She would like to share that knowledge and understanding with others who want to enhance or expand their understanding of
how music works.
Kathleen holds two degrees from Bucknell University, in Music Education and in
Education: Instructional Specialist, and a doctorate in educational administration
from the Northern Arizona University Center for Excellence in Education.

It's Easy to Register Online at

umasc.org

NO CREDIT CARD NEEDED!
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GRANITE HILL LECTURE SERIES

3/17-5/5 • 1:00-2:30 pm • 8 lectures

Class size: 15 minimum/50 maximum
Location: Granite Hill Estates, 60 Balsam Dr., Hallowell, ME 04347

MARCH 17
THE ROBBER AND THE SCALAWAG
Presenter: Tom Feagin

My great-grandfather, an Alabama preacher and storekeeper
during the Civil War, was not a rebel. After the war, as a
Republican, he was postmaster. Another postal worker,
General Andrew Spurling of the 2nd Maine Cavalry, won the
Medal of Honor the day before he stole 700 pounds of chewing
tobacco and 18 barrels of flour from my ancestor. Who would
think it?

MARCH 24
KATAHDIN WOODS & WATER NATIONAL MONUMENT
Place, Politics, and a Prognosis
Presenter: Ken Olson

Learn about Maine's new, battled-over National Monument
which, like Baxter Park and Acadia, sprang full-blown from private
philanthropy, a term meaning “love of humankind in general.“

MARCH 31
NOVA SCOTIA - ALMOST OUR NEIGHBOR
Presenter: Elizabeth Reinsborough

Nova Scotia contains two National Parks, five World Heritage
Sites, beautiful Cape Breton Island, and the vibrant capital
of Halifax. Come explore the geography and history of this
Canadian maritime province.

APRIL 7
UZBEKISTAN'S ANCIENT CITIES ON THE SILK ROAD

Presenter: Marty & David Thornton
We'll take you to 2 culturally rich ancient cities in Uzbekistan:
Samarkand and Bukhara. Samarkand dates from about the
7th century BCE and Bukhara from the 6th century BCE.

APRIL 14
THE POLITICS OF JOY - HUBERT HUMPHREY
Presenter: Mike Bell

In a day and age of cynicism and hyper partisanship, the story
of Hubert Humphrey can teach us a great deal about what is
possible. How to stand for principle and reach across the aisle,
regardless of party.

APRIL 21
THE BEES OF MAINE:
BIOLOGY AND CONSERVATION STATUS
Presenters: Frank Drummond

Bees are under threat of extinction throughout the world.
Are the bees experiencing similar declines in Maine? This
question will be discussed and how citizens, businesses and
governments can make a difference.

APRIL 28
TRAVELS IN MEXICO
Presenter: Molly & Steve Saunders

This will be a tour of Mayan ruins in the Yucatan region and an
overview of the Mayan people then and now.

MAY 5
GOOD WIVES AND SUBTLE WARRIORS:
Finding Maine's Early Frontier Women
Presenter: Rebecca Graham

This talk will examine the not-so-subtle power of the
Scots-Irish women in Maine and NH whose resistance
to authority, economic diversification and indigenous
cooperation created peace zones around one frontier town.
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CLASSES

WEDNESDAY CLASSES

ADVENTURES IN BASKETRY

MIXED CHORUS

3/18-5/6 • 10:15 am-12:15 pm • 8 classes

3/18-5/6 • 10:15 am-12:15 pm • 8 classes

Come explore the art of basket making – An adventure of creativity, function and fun! All levels of skill are encouraged. Everyone
will start with a beginner basket, and then move on at their own
pace. A variety of basket patterns are available. If you have your
own kit or an unfinished basket, those can be worked on too. The
number of baskets you make is up to you.
Equipment needed:
Small pail, yard stick, heavy duty scissors, pencil, clips (clothes
pins), an awl /ice pick/small gauge knitting needle. Also helpful
are needle nose pliers and a ruler. Cane or reed will be supplied.

This choral group will sing in four parts: soprano, alto, tenor, and
bass, and will include a variety of appealing musical selections.
Show music, classical music, sacred and secular choices, and music of many genres will be represented. Music will be chosen to be
enjoyable to the participants, and to anyone who might pop by to
listen. The aim of this class is to embrace the joy that music brings
into our lives, use the instrument that we all were given at birth,
and make the most pleasing sounds we are able, while enjoying
each other and having fun together. No stress, no pressure, no experience necessary. Pianists who are willing to accompany one or
more of the pieces are encouraged to join!

Class size: 5 minimum/12 maximum

INSTRUCTOR: Diane Wheeler
Diane Wheeler graduated from UMaine with a social
work degree. Employed by the State of Maine for 25
years, she retired as a Case Work Supervisor for children’s
services. Basket making started as a hobby, and a way to
relax from work. But since retirement, it has become a
second career. She's been making baskets now for over 40
years! Diane does a few artistic craft fairs and demonstrations (such as Norlands Farm
museum), and sells her baskets in a local Maine craft store.

A TOUR OF THE BLUES

3/18-5/6 • 10:15 am-12:15 pm • 8 classes
Class size: 8 minimum/24 maximum

The course offers a survey of the styles, regions and musicians of
both acoustic and urban blues. The course is designed for both
the general listener looking for an appreciation of styles and
major influences and aficionados with an interest in more obscure musicians. We will also consider significant economic and
social factors that contributed to the music, most noteworthy
the great migration of African Americans from the Deep South
to urban centers of the Midwest and West Coast.

INSTRUCTOR: Frank Johnson
Frank has a lifelong passion and interest in AfricanAmerican music: jazz, blues, rhythm & blues, soul, and
Afro-Latin. He has a collection of over 4,000 albums
covering these genres. In addition, he has a personal
library of over 250 books on African-American musical
styles, musicians and cultural influences. Frank is a
graduate of the University of Maine with a degree in
Political Science and Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government
Program for Senior Executives of State and Local Government.

Class size: 25 minimum/35 maximum

INSTRUCTOR: Kathleen Jameson
Kathleen Jameson enjoyed a long career in education, which included twenty-five years of teaching and
directing choirs at various age levels. Her high school
choirs earned high honors at festivals and competitions,
performed extensively in their communities, and were
enthusiastically received at Disneyland, Sea World, and
Pepperdine University while on tour. Kathleen advanced
to hold such positions as Performing Arts Department Chair at Albuquerque Academy and Supervisor of Vocal Music for the Colorado Springs Public Schools. In
those positions, she oversaw the work of other choral teachers and hosted large
choral festivals. Her most poignant and memorable experience as a teacher was
with the Flagstaff High School Choraliers, who sounded to her like a choir of angels. Dr. Jameson holds two degrees from Bucknell University in music and education, as well as a doctorate in educational administration from Northern Arizona
University. She hopes to transport Senior College students back to the joy of their
singing days, or perhaps into their first ever experience singing with a group.

BEGINNER AND INTERMEDIATE CROCHET

3/18-5/6 • 1:00-3:00 pm • 8 classes
Class size: 6 minimum/15 maximum

Students will be able to learn crochet basics and then will increase
their knowledge at their own pace. They will be supplied patterns
designed by the teacher and will also be given necessary materials.

INSTRUCTOR: Carole Fitzgerald
Carole Fitzgerald learned to crochet 46 years ago from
her mother-in-law and has had a variety of her patterns
published. She taught crochet at Michaels, Joann’s and at
Stevens Elementary School and Stevenson Middle School
in Houston, Texas.

OUR DIVIDED COUNTRY - Seeking Common Ground
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 9

FORUMS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

(snow date 3/1)

• 2 PM • JEWETT AUDITORIUM

The program presents two highly informed speakers: Daniel M. Shea is the author
of Why Vote? He is is former Director of the Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs, and
Professor of Government at Colby College. Greg Kesich is the Editorial Page Editor of
the Portland Press Herald. A graduate of Sarah Lawrence College, he has worked in
this position for eight years.

NEXT FORUM MARCH 22 • MAINE'S JUSTICE SYSTEM - HOW RESTORATIVE? • Go to umasc.org for more info.
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UMA College of Arts & Sciences & UMASC
presents the 16th season of

Concerts at Jewett
2020 PERFORMANCES

KATAHDIN
VALLEY BOYS

Bluegrass Band

NEW
DATE

SUNDAY, JAN. 26 • 2 PM
Fireside Lounge
RANDALL HALL

WEDNESDAY CLASSES
GOING GREEN IN THE ANTHROPOCENE

3/18-5/6 • 1:00-3:00 pm • 8 classes
Class size: 7 minimum/17 maximum

This course will deal with the climate change crisis, with an emphasis on economic, technological, and governmental policy changes necessary to avert dangers to humanity posed by a warming
planet. We will examine proposals and critiques of the “Green New
Deal,” and look at interesting methods which promise to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. The class is conducted in a seminar
fashion which encourages discussion; textbooks are furnished. We
will clarify the significance of the term “Anthropocene.” My previous course on this topic is not a prerequisite, but your interest and
concern about the significance of this topic is.

INSTRUCTOR: Chuck Acker
Classical Piano/Jazz Vocalist

CHRISTINE LETCHER

SUNDAY, FEB. 23 • 2 PM
JEWETT HALL

MAINE-LY HARMONY
& BACK BAY FOUR
SUNDAY, MARCH 8 • 2 PM

(snow date 3/15)

JEWETT HALL

THE
GAWLER FAMILY

SUNDAY, APRIL 5 • 2 PM
JEWETT HALL

VIOLIN PIANO DUO
Sarah Geller and
Wenhan Anderson
SUNDAY, MAY 17 • 2 PM
JEWETT HALL

Tickets $10 • Students ages 13-18 are $5 • 12 and under free
Tickets will be available at www.umasc.org
Tickets are also sold at Dave’s Appliance in Winthrop and at the door.
The Jewett Hall concert series is sponsored
by local businesses and private contributions.
Proceeds subsidize UMASC lectures and community concerts.

CHECK THE WEB
FOR ANY LAST MINUTE
CONCERT CHANGES.

Charles Acker holds a PhD in clinical and physiological
psychology from UCLA to help him understand belief
systems and mind-body relationships. In the distant past
he worked with community leaders, interested older
citizens, Senior College Network promoters and key UMA
personnel to help bring Senior College to Augusta.

CENTRAL MAINE’S
MODERN ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
(1900-PRESENT)

3/18-5/6 • 3:15-5:15 pm • 5 classes
Class size: 5 minimum/35 maximum

This course will be similar to the recent "Central Maine's
Architectural History," but will focus entirely on the 20th century.
There will be 5 weeks of classroom slide presentations and
discussions. In addition, there will be several tours (TBA) to local
structures that will reinforce the classroom content.
Learn about 120 years of recent Maine architecture, and maybe
learn something about YOUR house (and the buildings of your
town or city). The core of this class will be the slide presentations
featuring MANY local examples (over 500), numerous hands-on
artifacts (including vintage architectural prints and periodicals), as
well as general discussions of methods of construction, technology
changes, style changes and the ideas behind them. This class
hopes to make connections between the everyday structures
around us and the larger architectural themes that helped shape
them. Students are greatly encouraged to enhance the class with
experiences from their own homes and student photos can be
integrated into the slide presentations.
Learn how to be an advocate for historic preservation. We’ll cover
topics of restoration and preservation, as well as how to solve
common old house problems. Hopefully, there will be something
for everyone.

INSTRUCTOR: Dan Mitchell
Dan Mitchell is an enthusiastic advocate for historic restoration, traditional building, and Maine’s culture. He has
a small restoration carpentry business in Sidney called
River Road Restoration. He has taught several semesters
for Senior College and has done presentations for nearly
all the local historical societies, as well as having taught
for adult education in Waterville and Augusta.

Register Online at UMASC.ORG
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CLASSES

THURSDAY CLASSES

THE GAME OF PÉTANQUE - LEARN TO PLAY

THE FUNDAMENTALS OF WATERCOLOR

5/7-6/4 • 10:00 am-12:00 noon • 5 sessions

3/19-4/30 • 1:00-3:00 pm • 7 classes

The game of Pétanque is an easy game to learn that requires a little
hand-to-eye coordination and the will to have fun. During the first
session you will be given a little history of the game and become
familiar with the equipment needed. The following sessions will
be held at the Mill Park Pétanque Courts where you will learn how
to hold and throw the boule. We will also teach how to “read” the
courts. During play we will introduce you to the rules of Pétanque.
At the end of this course you will be able to play with everyone,
young and old ... and with more practice may
even develop a passion for the game.

Using classic strategies for development of strength in painting, we
will learn how to master the wash, how to work with color, value
and light, and how to use good design principles. By using various tips and solutions, you will find fun and creative techniques to
incorporate into your own style. Through understanding basic fundamentals - and lots of practice - success is sure to follow. Some
materials provided.

Class size: 2 minimum/8 maximum

Class size: 6 minimum/15 maximum

INSTRUCTOR: Raymond Fecteau
Raymond Fecteau founded Mill Park Petanque in 2010 and
has promoted the game of Petanque for the last 8 years.

INSTRUCTOR: Barbara McCarthy
Barbara McCarthy’s life has always been filled with a desire to
create art. She remembers watching her artist mother draw portraits of family and friends, and then drawing her own “beautiful” princesses. Even after nursing school, marriage and raising
5 children; she earned a BA in studio art at Smith College and
continues to share her love.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF BEING HUMAN

HOW TO BUY HEALTH INSURANCE A GUIDE FOR RETIREES

3/19 -5/7 • 1:00-3:00 pm • 8 classes
Class size: 5 minimum/15 maximum

3/19 -5/7 • 1:00-3:00 pm • 8 classes
Class size: 10 minimum/20 maximum

The goal of this course is to help you become an educated health
insurance purchaser and user. We will look at how insurance plans
work: how the medical world is organized financially, the nuts and
bolts of health plan design and how Federal Taxes are involved. We
will then look at the specifics of ACA (Affordable Care Act) plans
and Medicare plans, how rates are developed and what to consider
when buying coverage. Finally we’ll review how to get the most
from your coverage from enrollment to claims. NOTE: We will not
be covering Medicaid and NO insurance will be sold.

INSTRUCTOR: Barbara Coriell CEBS
Barbara Coriell has spent her career in the health insurance field starting in large group claims, plan administration and underwriting with MetLife. She developed
and administered an insurance pool for over 50 school
districts in SW Ohio and then served as the Benefit Plan
Administrator for the employees and retirees of the State
of Hawaii. Yes, she and her husband moved from Hawaii
to Winthrop, Maine where they are renovating an old farmhouse. She also has first
hand experience purchasing ACA and Medicare plans and dealing with large bills
from serious illness. She has a graduate degree in benefits, the Certified Employee
Benefits Specialist designation from the Wharton School.

What does it mean to be human? We share many similarities and
yet each of us live, act and are quite different from each other. Find
out more about yourself and what makes you tick. We will explore
some of the old and some of the more recent theories and findings
in the field of psychology and human existence. Textbook provided.

INSTRUCTOR: Grace Leonard
Grace Leonard is a Professor Emerita of Psychology and
Mental Health at the University of Maine at Augusta.
During her tenure at UMA, she served as an Academic Dean,
a Department Chair of Social Sciences and a Professor.
She considers her focus to be Community Mental Health.
She also serves on several community based boards and
committees in the greater Augusta community.

ORIGINS OF HUMAN EVOLUTION 2

3/19-5/7 • 3:15-5:15 pm • 8 classes
Class size: 5 minimum/25 maximum

Origins of Human Evolution is a seminar-style course that tells the
biological story of the creation of human life on Earth. The second semester of this two-semester course* continues exploring
the pathways of Darwin’s natural selection and sexual selection
of species. This course picks up after the extraordinary fusion between two bacterial kingdoms catapulted life into the eukaryotic
domains of the fungi, plants, and animals. We examine the nature
of instinctual behaviors for applicability to our own culture. Lively
discussions will include the evolutionary mechanisms of gender
differences in behavior, as observed in mammals, primates, and
hominids, including humans. The course also reviews patterns involving the self-organization and emergence of new capabilities,
as seen in nature and living systems.
* The first semester is not a prerequisite for this course.

INSTRUCTOR: Bill Portela
Photo by Elizabeth Humphrey

IS YOUR CLASS GETTING FULL?
Go to umasc.org for current availability info!

Bill Portela has taught at every learning level in Maine,
from elementary to university. He has been a volunteer
teacher at the alternative, Evergreen Sudbury school in
Hallowell. For the last 6 years he has been working on
a book on evolution, which forms the basis of this class.
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NATIONAL DIGITAL
EQUITY CENTER
Offers Classes to

UMASC STUDENTS

•
Are you comfortable
using the web

with photos, emails, texts, Facebook, shopping all the simple stuff that doesn’t always turn out quite so simple?

•
Do you worry

about web privacy
or being pestered with
unwanted messages and pop-ups?

•
Would you like help

picking your first web device, laptop, tablet or smartphone,
or moving to a newer one, or using the one you have?
Readfield residents Tom Furrow and Bethany Leigh of The
National Digital Equity Center, headquartered in Machias,
have offered to tailor classes to the needs of Augusta Senior
College students. During the first meeting of this year’s
Spring classes, we will present a short survey seeking to
learn what the demand is for the various topics that most
interest our members. The results will be used by Tom and
Bethany to create our digital classes. Although the emphasis is expected to be on the basics, more advanced courses,
such as creating a website, will also be presented if there is
interest. Classes size will be between 4 and 8. Laptops are
provided in class or you can use a device you bring.
Please think about how you would like to take advantage
of this opportunity and be ready to indicate what you want
in your digital class, using the survey during your first class
meeting this March. Surveys will also be available at the
office and online.

FRIDAYCLASSES
CLASSIC FILMS
FOR SENIOR COLLEGE

3/13-5/8 • 8:30 am-12 noon • 9 weeks
Location: the Klahr Rotunda
Class size: 6 minimum/50 maximum

This course consists of an analytical and fun discussion group exploring the relative merits of selected top-rated Classic Films as determined by the American Film Institute (AFI), British Film Institute
(BFI), and prior classes. Films are critiqued by participants. Class
members are encouraged to suggest movies and lead discussions.
The 9 movies for this semester are:
• SCHINDLER’S LIST, 1993 **
• SHOW BOAT, 1953
• MODERN TIMES, 1936
• THE BIG SLEEP, 1946
• THE BLACK NARISSUS, 1947
• TOOTSIE, 1982
• E.T - THE EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL, 1982
• AMISTAD, 1997
• LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL, 1997

Text and study
materials are
provided.
We
accommodate
the hearing
impaired.

** A fire in the UMA library curtailed Schindler’s List, our last class of Fall semester! We will
recover on the Friday before the regular start of the Spring semester ... including pizza !!!
Students of both semesters welcome.

INSTRUCTORS:
Chet Day, Art Ray, Peter Ezzy
Chet Day has degrees in math, physics, EE/computer
science, and business admin. He retired in 1995 from
computer communications research for Bell System. Chet
is on the UMASC Arts and Presentations Committee and
volunteers for UMASC/UMA College of Arts & Sciences
Concert Series. He and Deena have 4 grandchildren.
Art Ray is a graduate of the University of Maine in electrical engineering and retired after 35 years at CMP. A
student of UMASC since Fall 2003. Art does PowerPoint
lectures on art and Maine local history for the Granite Hill/
Brown Bag programs.
Peter Ezzy is an early supporter of Maine Senior Colleges
and has served on numerous UMASC committees. He
recently retired from State service after working in
the human services program area for over thirty-three
years. He also served as a reserve officer with the Maine
Emergency Management Agency. After completing
undergraduate and graduate studies at UM at Orono, he
served proudly in the USAF. He is also active with the
Maine Association of Retirees. He is an avid gardener and
outdoorsman.

UMASC is part of the Maine Senior College Network.
The Maine Senior College Network has
a wonderful newsletter
and lots of information about
activities throughout Maine.
Visit their website at:
maineseniorcollege.org

Tom Furrow

Bethany Leigh
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CLASSES

FRIDAY CLASSES

MAINE HISTORY TOUR

THE ROOSEVELTS OF HYDE PARK - FRIDAY

5/8-6/12 • 9:00 am-4:00 pm • 6 tours

3/20-5/15 • 10:15 am-12:15 pm • 9 classes

We’re off on a brand new magical history tour (with apologies to
the Beatles) of well-known and little known Maine sites. Have you
visited the Sarah Orne Jewett house in South Berwick or the Neal
Dow home in Portland? When was the last time you visited the Outdoor Heritage Museum in Rangeley? All of these and many more
places might be visited in this six week class beginning May 8th.
Car pools will be arranged and walking will be included. We will
pay a fee or donation to most of the sites. Stops for lunch will be arranged. This class will give you new ideas of places to take all those
visitors who come to stay with you during summer in Maine and/or
deepen your appreciation of our unique history. AND it will be fun!

Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt are two of the most consequential
people in American history. This class will examine their lives and
their role in shaping America and the world as we know it.

Class size: 13 minimum/17 maximum

NOTE: This class is open to previous participants and new adventurers.

INSTRUCTORS:
Sue & Mick O’Halloran and Linda Williams
Mick O’Halloran received most of his education in Miss
Down’s Third Grade class in Millinocket. He later went on to
Stearns High School, the University of Maine and finally to
UMA Senior College. He spent most of his career working in
manufacturing where he somehow managed to avoid being
laid off until he was old enough to go on Medicare. Bob and
Sue now live in Winthrop.
Susan O’Halloran grew up in the New Hampshire, living
winters in Berlin and summers at Moose Brook State
Park in Gorham. She taught Special Education in
NH and Hawaii, and served as a certified childbirth
educator for a dozen years. In Maine, Sue completed
a two year program in Family Systems. She facilitated women’s support groups
and a variety of state sponsored initiatives including a decade of helping Maine
communities address the prevention and/or aftermath management of Youth Suicide.
Linda Williams taught 21½ years. She has a BA in History and
an MA in Education from University of Michigan. In Maine,
Linda worked extensively with the Office of Substance
Abuse, the Maine Youth Suicide Prevention Program, and
Somerset County Hospice as Executive Director. Linda’s
classes are always well-received and highly rated.

Class size: 15 minimum/25 maximum

INSTRUCTOR: Mike Bell
Mike Bell loves American history! With a Master’s degree
in both history and teaching, and an undergrad degree
in Political Science; he has enjoyed a varied career in
teaching and historical interpretation. Mike appeared
on a History Channel special about PT 109 and for over
20 years portrayed many historical figures, including
Butch Cassidy and Sam Houston.

MANAGE YOUR OWN FINANCES …
NO BIG DEAL!

3/20-5/8 • 1:00-3:00 pm • 8 classes
Class size: 3 minimum/16 maximum

During our lives we face seven major financial challenges:
1) education after high school, 2) cars, 3) a house, 4) educating
children/grandchildren, 5) saving for retirement, 6) eldercare costs,
and 7) a surplus for heirs/charitable gifts. It’s all about interest
rates, the Time Value of Money (TVM), and the legacy of the late
Jack Bogle: index funds. We’ll use simple arithmetic to solve these
problems quickly and easily using Rule of 72, Felix’s Corollary, and
Duane’s Corollary. We’ll check our answers on our HP 10 financial
calculators. We'll explore eldercosts in depth as time permits.

INSTRUCTOR: Chet Day
Chet Day has degrees in math, physics, EE/computer
science, and business admin. He retired in 1995 from
computer communications research for Bell System. Chet
is on the UMASC Arts and Presentations Committee and
volunteers for UMASC/UMA College of Arts & Sciences
Concert Series. He and Deena have 4 grandchildren.

UMA CAMPUS MAP FOR SENIOR COLLEGE
1 – Alumni Center
3 – UMASC Office (Farmhouse)
4 – Music Building
6 – Jewett Hall (Auditorium & Classrooms)
7 – Katz Library
8 – Klahr Human Rights Center
14 – Randall Student Center
P – Parking
Directions to Jewett Hall
South bound on I-95 to exit 112: exit right, bear left, and turn

left at the light onto Rt. 27. In 0.8 miles...

North bound on I-95 to exit 112a: exit right and turn right at

light onto Rt. 27. In 0.6 miles (through 2 more lights and passing
Denny’s on the left) turn right at the UMA marquee. Turn left at
the top of the hill and enter the parking lot in front of Jewett Hall.

Register Online at UMASC.ORG
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2020 SPRING SEMESTER CLASSES
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MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY
CLASSES

CLASSES

LIVING WELL WITH
CHRONIC PAIN
9:00 AM

EIGHT GIANTS
OF JAZZ
10:15 AM

ADVENTURES OF
BASKETRY
10:15 AM

THE GAME OF
PÉTANQUE
10:00 AM

CLASSIC
FILMS
8:30 AM

HOW TO MAKE A POEM
10:15 AM

MUSIC THEORY II
10:15 AM

A TOUR OF
THE BLUES
10:15 AM

HOW TO BUY
HEALTH INSURANCE A GUIDE FOR RETIREES
1:00 PM

MAINE
HISTORY TOUR
9:00 AM

INTERMEDIATE BRIDGE
CONVENTIONS
10:15 AM

GRANITE HILL
LECTURE SERIES
1:00 PM

MIXED CHORUS
10:15 AM

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF
BEING HUMAN
1:00 PM

THE ROOSEVELTS
OF HYDE PARK
10:15 AM

THE ROOSEVELTS
OF HYDES PARK
10:15 AM

BEGINNER AND
INTERMEDIATE CROCHET
1:00 PM

THE FUNDAMENTALS
OF WATERCOLOR
1:00 PM

MANAGE YOUR
OWN FINANCES ...
NO BIG DEAL!
1:00 PM

WRITERS’ WORKSHOP
2, 3, 4
10:15 AM

GOING GREEN IN
THE ANTHROPOCENE
1:00 PM

ORIGINS OF
HUMAN EVOLUTION
3:15 PM

WRITERS’ WORKSHOP 1
1:00 PM

CENTRAL MAINE’S
MODERN ARCHITECTURAL
HISTORY
3:15 PM

CLASSES

BRIDGE BASICS 2
COMPETITIVE BIDDING
1:00 PM

CLASSES

CLASSES

FRIDAY

